COMMITTED TO BEING YOUR SOURCE FOR ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS

As the specialists in electrical products and solutions, OTP has the expertise and knowledge you need to enhance the performance of your industrial control, automation and electrical distribution.

OTP LOCATIONS

OTP sales, inventory and repair facilities are close to you to serve you today.

OTP facilities include more than 250,000 square feet and are home to over 300 associate owners. Each of these facilities maintain local inventory and most have full-service repair capabilities.

HEADQUARTERS
COLUMBUS, OH
1900 Jetway Boulevard
Columbus, OH 43219
614.342.6123 voice
614.342.6490 fax
otpnet.com

COLUMBUS, OH
1900 Jetway Boulevard
Columbus, OH 43219
614.342.8123 voice
614.342.8490 fax

CANTON, OH
4760 Faircrest St, SW
Suite C
Canton, OH 44706
330.486.3978 voice
330.486.0102 fax

TOLEDO, OH
5702 Opportunity Drive
Toledo, OH 43612
419.478.3915 voice
419.478.3916 fax

MIDDLETOWN, OH
Park 63, 400 Wright Drive
Middletown, OH 45044
513.539.8411 voice
513.539.8416 fax

KENTUCKY
L COLUMBUS, OH
1900 Jetway Boulevard
Columbus, OH 43219
614.342.8123 voice
614.342.8490 fax

INDIANA
Fort Wayne, IN
4905 Speedway Drive, Suite 4
Fort Wayne, IN 46804
260.482.8605 voice
260.482.8600 fax

INDIANAPOLIS, IN
3062 North Shadeland Avenue
Indianapolis, IN 46239
317.542.3600 voice
317.542.3600 fax

TENNESSEE
Terre Haute, IN
3061 N. Frutridge Avenue
Terre Haute, IN 47804
812.466.2734 voice
812.466.2834 fax

KENTUCKY
Louisville, KY
1302 N English Station Road
Louisville, KY 40223
502.246.8970 voice
502.246.4859 fax

TENNESSEE
San Antonio, TX
723 N. Alamo
San Antonio, TX 78215
210.230.9436 voice
800.860.6875 fax

WEST VIRGINIA
Nitro, WV
4200 First Avenue, Suite 116
Nitro, WV 25143
304.755.9506 voice
304.755.5761 fax

Virginia
Richmond, VA
3023 N. Alamo
Richmond, VA 23225
804.288.2381 voice
804.288.2380 fax

offering a team of highly trained and skilled electrical and automation specialists that are available to meet your wide range of needs.
EXPERTS IN THE ELECTRICAL PRODUCT BUSINESS

OTP has electrical and automation specialists on staff to support a complete line of industrial control and electrical products. As your go-to electrical supplier, we enable you to continue to reduce your vendor base while keeping the technical support you require.

OTP offers a wide range of electrical products from industry leaders including:

- AC/DC motors and drives
- Industrial control equipment and systems
- Power distribution equipment and systems
- Servo and stepper motors
- Sensors and cables
- Motors, I/O and HMI
- Enclosures
- Transformers
- PLC’s
- Temperature and process controllers

We have a team of trained and highly skilled specialists that are available to meet your needs for a wide range of value-added services including:

- Increased energy efficiency
- Technology upgrades
- Factory repair on all parts we supply
- Replacement components
- Machine automation and information gathering
- Equipment monitoring technology
- Process improvement

THE OTP REPAIR PHILOSOPHY IS SIMPLE:

- We fix it right the first time—to factory specs or better.
- We fix it on time—we make our schedule fit yours.
- We fix it on budget—if we quote it, you can count on it.
- We look for the root cause—repairs are good, solutions are better.

Send us your next repair and discover how OTP Industrial Solutions is more than just another supplier.

AC MOTORS

OTP sells and supports AC motors from industry-leading motor manufacturers

One-third of the world’s electricity consumption is used to run AC motors driving pumps, fans, compressors and machinery of all types. As energy costs continue to climb, it is more critical than ever to improve electric motor efficiency by using the best motor for each application. OTP can help you select the best motor for your application.

EISA federal law mandates motor efficiency

The Energy Independence and Security Act (EISA) was signed into law in 2007 to mandate motor efficiency. OTP can help you ensure EISA compliance.

We have a team of trained and highly skilled specialists that are available to meet your needs for a wide range of value-added services including:

- Increased energy efficiency
- Technology upgrades
- Factory repair on all parts we supply
- Replacement components
- Machine automation and information gathering
- Equipment monitoring technology
- Process improvement

MOTOR CONTROL

Reduce energy consumption, reduce installation and maintenance costs and minimize production downtime

Variable Frequency Drive adjusts a motor’s speed to closely match output requirements, resulting in typical energy savings of 10 to 50 percent.

A Soft Starter controls acceleration and deceleration of 3-phase motors to lower the demands on a motor during start-up, conserve energy and extend the life of the mechanical system.

Shaft Power Monitor provides protection from damage and breakdown. Shaft Power Monitor warns or stops the process if a problem occurs.

Starters and contractors provide for a complete range of IEC Power Control needs and a wide range of applications with suitability for worldwide use.

ONLINE TECHNICAL SUPPORT & EXPERTISE

Connect with OTP experts in pumps, pneumatics, power transmission, bearings, electrical, repair or fluid handling. Visit otpnet.com and click on “Ask the OTP Experts.”

ELECTRICAL CONTROL SYSTEM

As your full service distributor, we offer a full range of control-specific services:

- Component selection
- Panel assembly
- Design and build services for custom control panels
- System packaging and skid mounting
- Application engineering
- Remote monitoring and control
- System design and reengineering
- Equipment surveys
- Training seminars
- Repair for all brands of electrical components

COMBINE ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

Knowledge to tie together pump, mechanical, pneumatic and electrical applications

OTP Industrial Solutions offers support of pumps, motors, drives, soft starters, power monitors, gearboxes, couplings and beyond. OTP’s expertise extends beyond just products—we have the ability to design, review and repair complete systems.